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By Patricia Villers
SEYMOUR - Téa Fernandez is a tiny girl with a big, bright smile.

On July 14 her family received the devastating news that she was diagnosed with 
Stage 4 neuroblastoma, a rare cancer most often found in children under 5.

Téa is the daughter of Debra and Neftaly Fernandez, longtime Seymour residents.

Her aunt, Kristine Oczkowski, said everyone who knows the family is heartbroken. 

She described the preschooler in an email: “Téa is a sassy little 2-year old, who 
takes a little time to warm up to you - but the wait is so very worth it - because you 
get to see her beautiful dimples and the brightest smile. She loves Disney, Mickey 
Mouse, and playing with her brother, Nefty.” 

A close family friend, Sabrina D’Amico, set up a GoFundMe page this week to 
help with medical expenses and for travel expenses the family will incur during 
Téa’s treatment.

Her mom, Debra Fernandez, wrote on a Facebook page: “Thank you again for the 
outpouring of all the support, having so many people in her corner is something 
that we are just unable to express in words.”
 
She said the family has received a lot of support from the community.
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Click below for links for the Tough for Téa page and Facebook page with the same name:

https://www.gofundme.com/2fw4bkwn

https://www.facebook.com/Tough-for-Téa-534893320044917/?fref=tswww.apple.com

Community pours out support for Seymour child, parents

Long may they wave...

A warm Southerly breeze sets these flags aflutter above Veterans Park in Ansonia. Photo by Ralph
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Saturday, September 24
Ballpark at Harbor Yard, Bridgeport

Challenge yourself to 
the climb of your life!

Participation  can be made in a number of ways
:
• Be a Team Captain 
• Participate as a Climber
• Participate as a Virtual Climber
• Be a Sponsor

See more at: 

https://www.crowdrise.com/StepUpForTheBrave2016

http://www.homesforthebrave.org

"Step Up for the Brave" is a unique, vertical challenge 
in which participants are encouraged to conquer a 
target number of stairs in honor of our brave service 
men and women!

One time around the closed climb course is 1,000 
stairs. Participants have 2 hours to complete their
individual climb goal.

Proceeds from the Stadium Stair Climb Challenge will 
support Homes for the Brave's mission to help home-
less individuals, most of whom are Veterans, return to 
productive and meaningful lives.
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